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QUESTION 1

"As a young child, I followed the same routine every Saturday morning. First, I would awaken early, before anyone else
in my family had gotten up. I wanted to make sure I had the living room all to myself as I ate my cereal and watched
cartoons. After my favorite shows were over, I would read the cartoons in Saturday\\'s local paper, making sure to cut
out my favorite ones and tack them to my bulletin board. Next, I would get dressed for the day and head outside. My
neighborhood friends and I would grab our bikes and spend the afternoon exploring the park near our houses. By the
time we got tired of riding our bikes, it would be time for my family to go out to dinner together. We always went out for a
nice meal on Saturday evenings. Finally, after dinner, my whole family would watch a movie together, while eating
popcorn and ice cream. Saturdays were always my favorite day of the week!" 

According to the passage, after reading the newspaper comics, the author would always __________. 

A. ride the bike 

B. go out to dinner 

C. eat cereal 

D. get dressed 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The puzzles that physicists solve are usually those lying about in plain sight, often things so __________ that they are
overlooked by all but the keenest observers. 

A. hidden 

B. vital 

C. ordinary 

D. vague 

E. small 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Having turned out forty solo recordings, this hardworking harpsichordist can almost be classed as __________. 

A. a contradiction 

B. a sluggard 

C. an apprentice 

D. an event 
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E. an industry 

Correct Answer: E 

The harpsichordist is a musician who plays the instrument harpsichord. Referred to in the sentence is described as
hardworking, and is stated to have turned out as many as forty solo recordings. He can therefore not be classed as "a
contradiction", or "a sluggard" (meaning a lazy person) or "an apprentice." Classifying him as "an event" is not as
appropriate as classifying him as "an industry" by himself. So, "an industry" is the answer. 

 

QUESTION 4

The jellyfish\\'s show pulsing action people it in a graceful, seemingly __________ drift, but its tentacles contain poison
potent enough to stun a swimming human. 

A. sinister 

B. rhythmic 

C. murky 

D. harmless 

E. patient 

Correct Answer: D 

The use of the conjunction "but" implies a contradiction within the sentence. The second part says that the jellyfish\\'s
tentacles contain a poison which can kill a swimming human. So, to justify the use of the conjunction "but", the first part
must imply that the jellyfish looks "harmless." So, "harmless" is the answer. 

 

QUESTION 5

Until the mid-1800\\'s, the occasional reports by European explorers of the existence of gorillas were generally
disbelieved and swiftly __________ the realm of tall tales. 

A. extracted from 

B. confused with 

C. relegated to 

D. compared to 

E. exalted to 

Correct Answer: C 

Stories that are generally disbelieved would be pushed into the category of tall tales (meaning lies). Among the choices,
it is phrase "relegated to" that has this meaning. So, "relegated to" is the answer. 
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